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Best way to setup URL for front-end public slave
Posted by TonyGee - 2012/03/12 09:38
_____________________________________

Hi Edwin, 

I'm trying to create a public front-end slave site that users can view to create their own slave sites using
the new site creation module. 

The problem is that I've setup the Master site on a sub-domain (for security reasons) and I want the
public slave site to be on my primary domain URL.  

Here is an example of my setup: 

* Master Joomla: http://www.private.mycoy.com/master 
* Public Slave URL with site creation module: http://www.mycoy.com 
* Desired slaves urls created using the site creation module: http://www.private.mycoy.com/slave1 

I've tested JMS to deploy the slave in the www.mycoy.com directory however it does not work correctly.  

Can you please suggest what is the best way to setup the domains? Should I use a 301 redirect or
something similar? I want to maintain the www.mycoy.com/page-name for all pages in the public slave
and also maintain good SEO rankings. 

Any suggestions and advice is greatly appreciated.  

Kind regards.

============================================================================

Re: Best way to setup URL for front-end public slave
Posted by edwin2win - 2012/03/13 14:23
_____________________________________

First never use redirection that would result to display the master website because the redirect change
the URL value. 

The key element is to setup your server subdomain correctly to accept such subdomain. 
The document root when defined your subdomain in your server must match the value that you have
specified in the JMS template rule. 
If the URL (subdomain) and the location on the disk does not match, you will not have the slave site
displayed correctly. 

Use the "hello.php" file to check the deploy directory that you must specify in your JMS Template rule. 
See video 7 for the "hello world" and put this file in the subdomain directory. 
This will help you identifying the correct path to use.
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